Beyond power amplification: latch-mediated spring actuation is an emerging framework for the study of diverse elastic systems
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ABSTRACT

Rapid biological movements, such as the extraordinary strikes of mantis shrimp and accelerations of jumping insects, have captivated generations of scientists and engineers. These organisms store energy in elastic structures (e.g. springs) and then rapidly release it using latches, such that movement is driven by the rapid conversion of stored elastic to kinetic energy using springs, with the dynamics of this conversion mediated by latches. Initially drawn to these systems by an interest in the muscle power limits of small jumping insects, biologists established the idea of power amplification, which refers both to a measurement technique and to a conceptual framework defined by the mechanical power output of a system exceeding muscle limits. However, the field of fast elastically driven movements has expanded to encompass diverse biological and synthetic systems that do not have muscles — such as the surface tension catapults of fungal spores and launches of plant seeds. Furthermore, while latches have been recognized as an essential part of many elastic systems, their role in mediating the storage and release of elastic energy from the spring is only now being elucidated. Here, we critically examine the metrics and concepts of power amplification and encourage a framework centered on latch-mediated spring actuation (LaMSA). We emphasize approaches and metrics of LaMSA systems that will forge a pathway toward a principled, interdisciplinary field.
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Introduction

The power amplification framework was introduced when small insects, such as fleas and locusts, were discovered to jump with greater mechanical power output (see Glossary) than possible with muscle alone (Bennet-Clark and Lucey, 1967; Bennet-Clark, 1975). Instead, springs and latches (see Glossary) enable the enhanced power output of jumping insects. In the 50 years since the inception of this field, a great diversity of organisms have been discovered that use elastic mechanisms and latches to generate fast movements in small systems, including many that do not have muscles, such as plants and fungi (Edwards et al., 2005; Forterre et al., 2005; Noblin et al., 2009; Singh et al., 2011; Vincent et al., 2011; Deegan, 2012; Marmottant et al., 2013; Sakes et al., 2016; Liu et al., 2017; Poppinga et al., 2017; Roper and Seminara, 2019).

Biologists have historically used a mathematical inference to assess whether a given system uses elastic structures to enhance mechanical power output. This inference, called power amplification, applies a simple calculation that is centered on muscle power limits to infer the presence of elastic mechanisms, specifically by calculating the ratio of a movement’s mechanical power output relative to maximum muscle power (Box 1) (Bennet-Clark, 1975; Gronenberg, 1996a; Patek et al., 2011; Roberts and Azizi, 2011).

Even though the power amplification inference focuses on the power limits of muscle, springs also experience an upper limit to mechanical power output, as do any actuators (see Glossary), whether biological or synthetic (Box 1) (Hill, 1938; Ilton et al., 2018; Rome and Lindstedt, 1998). Therefore, a cascade of mechanical power limits emerges when motors (see Glossary), springs and latches are integrated (Ilton et al., 2018; Galantis and Woledge, 2003). Crucially, studies of the mechanisms that circumvent power limits (i.e. power limits on muscle or other mechanisms that load energy into the system) are therefore more illuminating if the flow of energy through integrated systems of springs, latches and muscles/motors is analyzed, rather than focusing primarily on the constraints of one component, as has been the case for the focus on muscle in the power amplification framework.

We are now at a key juncture for establishing the fundamental principles of diverse biological and synthetic systems that actuate movement with springs, control energy release through latches and are integrated into diverse systems with tunable outputs. In this Commentary, we build on the historic power amplification framework to propose a framework based on the shared mechanics of these systems, which we term latch-mediated spring actuation (LaMSA) (Box 2). We consider the benefits and limits to the classic power amplification inference, and then examine approaches for the analysis of spring and latch dynamics. We conclude by recommending measurements of components and system outputs, with the goal of providing a pathway to rigorous analysis of latch-mediated spring-actuated systems.

Benefits and limits of the power amplification framework

In this section, we provide guidance for biologists interested in applying and correctly interpreting the power amplification framework. Power amplification provides researchers with a clever inference: if the mechanical power output of a movement exceeds that of muscle, then muscle should not be able to generate the movement (Box 1). Many biologists query systems in this way in order to infer whether or not the system relies on an elastic mechanism as the primary actuator (Evans, 1973; Bennet-Clark, 1975; Gronenberg, 1996a; Aerts, 1998; Burrows, 2003; Patek et al., 2004, 2011; Deban et al., 2007; Van Wassenbergh et al., 2008; Roberts and Azizi, 2011; Burrows and Dorosenko, 2015a,b).

Given that the power amplification inference discerns animal movements that are not directly powered by muscle, it requires comparisons of power outputs against a baseline and is most
GLOSSARY
Actuator
An actuator produces a movement or force. Springs, muscles and motors can all function as actuators.
Contact latch
A latch with the interaction of two or more structures that physically touch or move against one another. Contact latches include systems in which one component obstructs another, as well as systems in which friction or adhesion between parts mediates the storage and release of energy.
Fluidic latch
A latch mediated by the movement and properties of fluid within a system, including cohesion, coalescence and pressure.
Geometric latch
A latch with state-dependent behavior based on geometric configuration, forces, moment arms, location of the center of mass, etc. Subcategories of geometric latches include mechanical advantage latches, torque reversal (over-center) mechanisms, buckling (snap-through) mechanisms and other systems with bistable states.
Jerk
The rate of change of acceleration.
Latch, latch mediation
Any mechanism that mediates potential energy to kinetic energy transitions through, for example, physical contact, fluidics, shifts in center of mass and geometric instabilities. ’Latch’ is often used synonymously with ’catch’ in the literature.
Launch
Any time period when a mass is accelerated by a muscle, motor or elastic mechanism. Launch begins with first movement and ends when the movement is no longer actuated, at which point it typically transitions to ballistic or unpowered (e.g. when a jumping organism leaves the ground).
Launch acceleration
The acceleration of mass during spring actuation (a, m s$^{-2}$).
Launch distance
Distance that the accelerated mass moves during spring actuation (d, m).
Launch duration
The duration of spring actuation (t, s).
Launch kinetic energy
Kinetic energy (KE) of mass during spring actuation [J, 0.5 m (dt$^{-1}$)$^2$].
Launch speed
The speed of mass during spring actuation (v, m s$^{-1}$).
Mass of accelerated object
The mass of the part of the organism that is being accelerated during launch (for example, the whole body or a single limb) (m, kg).
Motor
A mechanism that actuates movement using stored chemical or electric potential energy (e.g. muscles, engines, shape memory alloy and piezoelectric actuators).
Muscle mass
Mass of the muscle that actuates a motion directly, or actuates it indirectly by loading a spring that later actuates the movement (mm, kg).
Muscle mass-specific power
The power generated during launch relative to the mass of the underlying muscle involved in the movement (either directly actuating the movement or loading a spring that actuates the movement) ($P_{m,m}$).
Power, mechanical power output
Energy of movement per unit time (P, W; J t$^{-1}$). Energy can be calculated as work (force×distance) or as kinetic energy (0.5mv$^2$).
Spring mass
Mass of the spring mechanism that actuates the movement (ms, kg).
Spring, spring actuation
A mechanism that actuates movement primarily using potential energy stored from the deformation of a material or structure (e.g. stresses within a material), such that another system must load energy into the elastic mechanism.
Spring mass-specific power
The power generated during launch relative to the mass of the spring mechanism that actuated the movement ($P_{m,s}$).
Torque reversal latch
A geometric latch in which the sign of the output torque changes depending on the specific arrangement of linkages.

Box 1. Testing for power amplification
Muscle exhibits a trade-off between force and velocity (dotted line, left y-axis) that limits peak mechanical power (solid line, right y-axis) (Hill, 1938; Huxley, 1957). The test for power amplification is based on the null hypothesis that muscle directly generates the observed power output of a movement. The alternative hypothesis is that muscle is insufficient, so an elastic mechanism is required. To test this, muscle mass-specific power output (or power density, W kg$^{-1}$) is calculated as follows. The maximum (sometimes calculated as peak instantaneous) power output of the movement is divided by the mass of the muscle(s) that either directly generates the movement or, alternatively, loads energy into a spring. The resulting power density is then compared against a baseline, either with the known maximum mass-specific power of the focal system’s muscle or, more conservatively, with the highest known value for any muscle (e.g. bird flight muscle; Askew and Marsh, 2002). If the power density is above the baseline (dark blue region), then the null hypothesis is rejected, and the system is designated as power amplified.

Through this inductive logic, it is therefore possible to identify spring-actuated animal movements without specifying the underlying elastic mechanism at the outset. However, as discussed in the main text, it is important to note key limitations of this approach. Most importantly, it is not clear how to perform this test in systems that do not use muscle, as a useful baseline is unknown. In addition, muscle power densities for latch-mediated spring actuation (LaMSA) systems are based on dividing by the ‘wrong’ actuator in order to infer power amplification relative to muscle, and therefore do not provide meaningful insight into features underlying performance variation when compared across systems with different types of springs and spring masses (see Glossary). While the power amplification approach is a useful diagnostic tool, it is important to realize that its logic stems from an idealized concept of the power limits of muscle. For example, it is possible to miss a diagnosis of power amplification if the muscle is operating with high force (orange square) and not high power (orange circle) – as is the case for many LaMSA systems – and the power output of the movement is enhanced (light blue region) but below the maximum power output of muscle (dark blue region).
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**Power amplification**

![Diagram illustrating power amplification](https://via.placeholder.com/150)

- **Force ($F_{max}$)**
- **Velocity ($V/V_{max}$)**
- **Muscle mass-specific power output (W kg$^{-1}$)**
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Box 2. LaMSA: operational definitions and biological examples
LaMSA encompasses systems that generate movements actuated by springs and mediated by latches. Here, we operationally define springs and latches in the context of the LaMSA framework.

Springs are structures that are capable of both storing energy when they deform and releasing that stored energy with some level of efficiency when they return to their original shape. Springs serve as actuators when they release energy and transfer it to kinetic energy of another structure. The potential energy stored in a spring is distinct from other forms of potential energy, such as gravitational or electromagnetic. The system that loads energy into the spring need not be a motor or muscle: it could include forces such as gravity. Elastic or spring mechanisms include traditional coiled springs, as well as beams in flexion, compression or extension, shells and other deformable surface geometries, liquid surface deformation and gas compression or rarefaction.

Latches, also sometimes called catches, are necessary for controlling the amount of energy stored in the spring and the timing and rate of elastic energy release. Latches are any feature of the integrated mechanism that mediates the transition between energy storage and release from the spring. Therefore, a latch includes the physical interaction between two surfaces (A–C), but can also encompass fluidic interactions or state-dependent behavior based on geometric configuration (D).

Compared with idealized diagrams (A,B), biological LaMSA mechanisms integrate a rich array of springs and latches. Rapid raptorial strikes by mantis shrimp (C) are driven by elastic energy stored via deformation of the exoskeleton. Their latches are composed of mineralized structures embedded in muscle apodemes that interact with the exoskeleton, acting as contact latches that keep the appendage from rotating during spring loading. Once released, the latches mediate energy transfer from the spring to the appendage (Burrows, 1969; Patek et al., 2007). Rapid head rotation in snipefish is driven by tendon-based spring actuation mediated by a torque reversal latch (D). In the latched conformation during spring loading, the head cannot be raised. With a slight shift in geometric conformation, the torque reverses on the lower linkages, and enables the release of stored elastic energy to drive rapid head elevation (Longo et al., 2018).
with high force, not with high power. Likewise, many spring-driven systems in animals have evolved muscles with modifications to enhance force, such as the long sarcomere, spring-loading muscles of mantis shrimp and trap-jaw ants (Blanco and Patek, 2014; Gronenberg and Ehmer, 1996).

In spite of the emphasis on muscle power constraints in the inference of power amplification (Box 1), spring-loading muscles often do not operate at, and are therefore not constrained by, their maximum power output. Furthermore, it is possible to miss elastic mechanisms when using this calculation. For example, one would not detect an elastic mechanism if the movement produces elevated, yet not exceptional power outputs (i.e. above the output for the muscle loading the elastic structure, but below the maximum muscle mass-specific power requirement, see Glossary; Box 1 figure, light blue area).

Even though mechanical power is the focus of the power amplification inference, this is not synonymous with discovering that the system actually generates high power, or even that the high performance or effective use of the system relates to its mechanical power output. Instead, an elastic mechanism improves performance by allowing the loading mechanism, such as muscle, to contract more slowly, generate more force and put more work into an elastic system (e.g. Alexander and Bennett-Clark, 1977; Roberts and Marsh, 2003; Roberts and Azizi, 2011; Rosario et al., 2016). This method of loading energy into a system is, in fact, a pathway to using a spring and latch to achieve a wide range of movement performance outcomes, which is distinct from inferring that high mechanical power output of a movement is the primary goal.

Comparison and quantification of the diversity of these systems requires metrics that apply regardless of the particular loading mechanism (Box 1). Mechanisms in biological systems without muscle, such as in plant and fungal dispersal systems (Edwards et al., 2008; Aguilar et al., 2012; Gerratt and Bergbreiter, 2012; Zhao et al., 2005; Noblin et al., 2009; Sakes et al., 2016) and plant suction traps (Singh et al., 2011; Vincent et al., 2011; Poppinga et al., 2017), use latches combined with storage and release of energy in deformable structures. Likewise, synthetic jumpers are actuated with springs and latches, but not muscle (Burdick and Fiorini, 2003; Kovac et al., 2008; Aguilar et al., 2012; Gerratt and Bergbreiter, 2012; Zhao et al., 2013; Zaitsev et al., 2015; Haldane et al., 2016). To include these systems in our comparisons requires us to reframe the traditional focus of power amplification on muscle power limits.

While recognizing the utility of the power amplification inference, a key rationale for looking beyond this classic paradigm is to enable rigorous comparisons across diverse systems. Even though the concept of power amplification was originally established solely to assess whether or not muscle could generate a movement, the field has edged toward comparing power amplification ratios across diverse systems, which was never the intent of the power amplification inference. Power amplification calculations allow biologists to infer the presence of elastic mechanisms without needing to locate or solve the actual mechanism. Therefore, it is possible, yet unwise, to use a power amplification calculation for comparisons across diverse systems without a consistent or meaningful baseline power limit.

Whether a researcher has discovered a system actuated by springs and controlled by latches through the power amplification inference or through observations of rapid movement after a comparatively long loading process (the case for many non-muscle systems), the exciting challenge is to examine the mechanics and integration of springs and latches. Next, we will address how the dynamics of LaMSA have already yielded cross-disciplinary insights, explained aspects of biological diversity and inspired synthetic design.

LaMSA
LaMSA encompasses systems that use springs for generating movement and latches to mediate energy flow (Box 2). We operationally define spring actuation as the transformation of potential energy stored in material deformation (elastic energy) into kinetic energy that is used for generating movement. We define latch mediation as any mechanism that affects energy transformations in the spring, and therefore includes the function of latches to control (1) how energy is stored in the spring and (2) how that energy is transferred from the spring to movement and the environment. These definitions (see Glossary and Box 2) allow the materials, structures and mechanisms that constitute springs and latches to be broadly encompassed, such that diverse systems can be unified by shared features. These definitions do not require the presence of muscle and are agnostic about how energy is loaded in the spring. LaMSA includes mechanisms that exhibit power amplification, as well as others that result in less extreme performance outcomes, such as power attenuation, the reduction of jerk (see Glossary) or energy conservation. LaMSA neither replaces the power amplification paradigm nor encompasses all systems that use elastic elements, perform fast movements and enhance motor power output.

LaMSA systems can be highly sensitive and tuned to the properties and dynamics of springs, latches and motors/muscles. Scientists often assume that springs are Hookean (i.e. linear, massless, ideal springs), and that latches have infinite capacity for opposing spring loading, function as strict on–off switches, and can release (unlatch) instantaneously (Heitler, 1974; Roberts and Marsh, 2003). However, when springs and latches are parameterized more realistically to reflect the small size of many biological LaMSA systems, fundamental principles emerge, such as the mathematical delineation between systems best driven by a motor or muscle versus a spring and latch (Ilton et al., 2018; Sutton et al., 2019). Furthermore, changes in a system’s output, such as takeoff velocity or launch duration, can be achieved by adjusting the relationships between the accelerated mass, motor or muscle behavior, and spring–latch dynamics (Ilton et al., 2018), which expands the capabilities of these systems well beyond previous idealized models of muscle, spring and latch systems (Galant and Woledge, 2003).

LaMSA encourages cross-disciplinary connections alongside the advancement of comparative, experimental and theoretical studies. For example, LaMSA modeling and experiments can explore the dynamics of energy flow through the integration of different actuators, such as coupled motors and springs. Likewise, the material deformation inherent to spring actuation aligns LaMSA investigations with the burgeoning fields of mathematical and synthetic material geometries and energetics (Evans et al., 2015; Dudte et al., 2016; Gladman et al., 2016; Levin et al., 2016). In sum, the concept of LaMSA unifies a diverse array of biological and synthetic mechanical systems, opens the field to rigorous understanding of the remarkable diversity of these systems, enables quantitative, comparative analyses across species, and rigorously informs novel engineering design.

Metrics and measurements for LaMSA
A field focused on LaMSA requires clear metrics and approaches for accurate measurements comparable across diverse systems. Here, we provide recommendations for measuring LaMSA, beginning with spring actuation, then latch mediation and concluding with whole-system performance.
Spring actuation

Finding and characterizing elastic mechanisms in biology is difficult, because they are often small, hidden within the organism or monolithic (i.e. distributed over three-dimensional structures) (Rosario and Patek, 2015). Therefore, it is deceptively simple to state that the first step in identifying a spring is to isolate the structure that is capable of storing and releasing energy as it deforms and recoils.

If an elastic mechanism can be identified, then the next step is to study its spatial and temporal behavior using direct measurements, ideally as the organism actually performs the behavior. This approach reveals which structures deform, by how much, and the duration of loading and recoil. For external elastic mechanisms, such as deformable exoskeletons or cell walls, deformation can be tracked using high-speed imaging of natural landmarks on the organism or a grid of applied landmarks (e.g. Forterre et al., 2005). For internal mechanisms, radio-opaque markers can be inserted and then tracked as the organism moves (e.g. Astley and Roberts, 2012). Ideally, direct measurements are made on live animals, but sometimes it is necessary to artificially stimulate euthanized animals or isolated appendages (e.g. Burrows and Sutton, 2012). If these direct measurements are still not feasible, computational or analytical approaches can pinpoint the spatial distribution and dynamics of elastic energy storage that can be later validated in the actual organism (e.g. Deegan, 2012; Liu et al., 2017; Rosario and Patek, 2015).

Spring actuation depends on the material and geometric features that affect the storage and release of energy, including how fast a spring can recoil and the forces that it generates during rapid recoil. The mechanical work generated by elastic mechanisms can be inferred from the above approaches, and it can also be measured experimentally using a materials testing machine, also called a universal testing machine (UTM). UTMs are effective for establishing elastic potential energy capacity through the calculation of work during deformation; they also allow one to characterize spring stiffness or the failure limits of the system. Therefore, UTMs enable a more thorough exploration of spring properties under a variety of conditions – properties that could not be extrapolated from in vivo observations. UTMs have been used to amass a vast literature on the properties of biological materials that can be aligned with comparable measurements of synthetic structures (Wegst and Ashby, 2004; Barthelat et al., 2016).

Many biological spring-actuated systems are so small and rapid that standard materials testing devices cannot measure spring actuation at biologically relevant scales under realistic conditions. Dynamic material analysis systems (DMAs) are a good example of this. DMAs apply stresses of different frequencies and amplitudes to a material, and then measure the resultant resistive force. DMAs can go fast with a low force or vice versa, but not both. Ironically, they face the same force-velocity trade-offs that limit motors and may lead to the evolution of LaMSA. Consider that a mantis shrimp spring (meral-V) recoils roughly 0.5 mm in 0.9 ms. One of the best DMAs on the market (TA Instruments Discovery DMA 850) with high spatial and force resolution is limited to a period of 200 Hz (5 ms period). These sampling and acquisition rates are not sufficient to resolve a single meral-V unloading event. Such tests are also challenged by imposing realistic forces on the elastic mechanism that would occur in the natural contexts for the movement, such as fluid dynamic forces on rotating appendages of mantis shrimp (McHenry et al., 2012, 2016).

Moving beyond the assumption of ideal springs opens a trove of questions about their capabilities. Biological elastic structures exhibit diverse geometries, ranging from stiff, chitosinous ant heads to stretchy strap-like tendons (Larabee et al., 2017, 2018; Siwanowicz and Burrows, 2017). Although currently studied in relatively slow movements, simple geometries can potentially yield potent and controlled spring actuation in small, fast biological systems (Forterre et al., 2005; Lee et al., 2010; Marmottant et al., 2013; Gladman et al., 2016). Typically, pieces of material are removed for material testing, such that deformation of whole structures with intact geometry is rarely measured (but see Patek et al., 2013; Rosario and Patek, 2015; Zack et al., 2009). Testing whole structures is important, as biological springs are typically composite materials with complex geometries. For example, the arthropod elastic protein resilin operates in conjunction with stiff exoskeleton in the elastic storage devices of small jumpers (Burrows and Sutton, 2012; Siwanowicz and Burrows, 2017).

To our knowledge, force-velocity relationships during spring actuation in real time and in situ have yet to be measured in small, fast, biological LaMSA systems. Although measuring real-time spring mechanics of whole structures (rather than simply materials) under conditions that are comparable to the natural unloading of the spring presents a significant experimental challenge for high-velocity, high-acceleration systems, this approach is crucial given the importance of mass and spatial deformation for effective actuation, especially at small scales (Ilton et al., 2018). A growing interest in the energetics of latches and springs will hopefully spur the field to design solutions to the current technological limitations, which link back to motor limitations for small systems with high acceleration. In the meantime, engineers and scientists are applying cutting-edge visualization and materials testing techniques to uncover new insights into the structural basis for effective spring actuation (Burrows and Sutton, 2012; Tadayon et al., 2015, 2018; Siwanowicz and Burrows, 2017).

Latch mediation

Spring-actuated systems need a latch to control the timing and rate of energy storage and release (Box 2). The disparate forms of latches – from friction between two surfaces to linkage systems with state-dependent dynamics – make this search uniquely challenging. Latches are broadly organized into three basic types – contact, fluidic and geometric (see Glossary; Ilton et al., 2018) – and by whether or not they require external activation (Gronenberg, 1996a). As with springs, the goal is to identify the latch and to connect the action of the latch to its effect on energy flow into and out of the spring; however, few studies have correlated latch properties with the flow of energy through elastic mechanisms.

Latches have been described using a diverse array of terminology and have been recognized as important for power amplification (Gronenberg, 1996a; Galantis and Wolden, 2003; Roberts and Marsh, 2003; Patek et al., 2011; Astley and Roberts, 2014). As mentioned above, implicit in many studies is the assumption that latches function as simple, ideal switches. However, adding simple latch dynamics can dramatically transform the flow of energy through a system, altering both the amount of elastic energy stored and the rate of energy release (Ilton et al., 2018). Non-ideal latches potentially enable tuned and controllable energy release in systems previously thought to simply function as open-loop systems (e.g. Kagaya and Patek, 2016). Dynamic latch mediation could allow for robust performance across a range of substrates based on their compliance (Reynaga et al., 2019).

As with springs, initial hypotheses for latch mechanisms emerge from direct observations of moving structures in or on the organism. This is often coupled with morphological descriptions, ranging from dissections to micro-computed tomography (Evans, 1972;
Patek et al., 2007; Larabee et al., 2017; Longo et al., 2018). While these descriptive approaches can be compelling, additional evidence is required to discriminate among hypothesized latch mechanisms. For example, experiments can perturb latching dynamics, such as through modification of contact surfaces or severing or denervation of muscles that could engage latches (e.g. Ritzmann, 1973).

To identify latch mechanisms, it can help to demonstrate a sequence of states during latching and unlatching. Latches are typically in one state during spring loading (and often prior to loading) and must change state in order for spring actuation to begin (Fig. 1, Box 2 figure). The means by which the sequence of latch actions can be determined differs by latch type. For example, contact latches may be identified by using high-speed imaging or radiography to visualize the interaction of components (Gronenberg, 1996b; Patek et al., 2007; Burrows and Sutton, 2013). Some fluidic latches can be detected as a pressure increase prior to movement followed by a rapid decrease once movement begins (Singh et al., 2011). Geometric latches can be inferred by demonstrating shifts in mechanical advantage or the direction of torques that occur during different phases of movement (Astley and Roberts, 2014; Kaji et al., 2018; Longo et al., 2018).

Physical or mathematical modeling can be used to evaluate different latching hypotheses (Galantis and Woledge, 2003; Koh et al., 2013), particularly for geometric latches. For instance, despite strong evidence for the presence of an elastic mechanism, an anatomical latch has not been identified for frog jumping (Marsh and John-Alder, 1994; Olson and Marsh, 1998; Peplowski and Marsh, 1997; Roberts and Marsh, 2003; Astley and Roberts, 2012). Instead, inverse dynamic modeling reveals that latching in frogs arises from the proximal to distal progression of joint activity and rapid increase in effective mechanical advantage that occurs during limb extension (Roberts and Marsh, 2003; Astley and Roberts, 2014; Olberding et al., 2019).

Modeling can also reveal unexpected dynamics among components that can function as latches under certain conditions. For example, depending on the relative mass of spring and projectile, the projectile itself can mediate energy delivery when its own inertia is sufficient to delay the release of energy from a spring; in this way, the changing mechanical advantage of frog limbs during a jump functions as a geometric latch (Galantis and Woledge, 2003; Roberts and Marsh, 2003; Ilton et al., 2018).

More than one latch can be operating in a given system, or different latching mechanisms can appear based on the scale of inquiry. For instance, torque reversal latch mechanisms (see Glossary; example in Box 2) are geometric latches; depending on their arrangement, the linkages will respond differently to an input torque, such that the system can be latched in one arrangement and unlatched in another (Bennet-Clark and Lucey, 1967; Kaji et al., 2018). Components of geometric latches can also interface with or contact each other and other structures. In some cases, the latch and spring may be closely integrated or even exist in the same structure (e.g. snap-through elastic structures such as the Venus fly trap; Forterre et al., 2005). In some engineered systems with torque
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**Fig. 1. Phases and energetics of latch-mediated spring actuation (LaMSA) in an idealized system compared with a biological example.**

(A) The phases of a latch-mediated spring-actuated movement for a simple model of a projectile (modified from Ilton et al., 2018). After the system is latched, a motor loads energy into the spring, increasing the stored elastic potential energy (PE). During the launch phase (blue), the removal of the latch mediates the conversion of stored elastic potential energy to kinetic energy (KE), and thus the spring moves (actuates) the projectile mass, resulting in takeoff. The launch is the key time period for measurements of LaMSA.

(B) Jumping gall midge larvae are exemplary biological latch-mediated spring-actuated projectiles. Frames from a high-speed video reveal how the larva forms an elastic loop with its body and engages an adhesive latch. During launch, the latch releases, and the larva pushes against the substrate until takeoff.

(C) The launch phase (blue; used in calculations in Box 3) is very brief compared with the whole trajectory (inset). B and C were created from figures and data in Farley et al. (2019).
reversal, spring deformation and latch engagement are coupled into the same motion (Koh et al., 2013).

Once a latch has been identified, the next step is to determine the latch properties that mediate the flow of energy out of the spring and into motion. Depending on latch type, different properties affect energy release from the spring. With a contact latch, the shape and removal speed of the latch strongly influence system output (Ilton et al., 2018; Bolmin et al., 2019); however, tribological analyses of contact latches are still needed. Parameters such as droplet surface separation or rupture force are relevant for fluidic latches (Noblin et al., 2009; Liu et al., 2017), whereas linkage lengths and mechanical advantage are important for geometric latches (Koh et al., 2013; Longo et al., 2018; Olberding et al., 2019). It is as yet unknown which geometries, materials or dynamic features characterize effective latches and their roles across different situations.

Whole-system performance and trade-offs

Latches and springs operate in integrated systems in the context of particular environments. Loading mechanisms (e.g. motors, muscles), actuated masses, linkages, control mechanisms and environments all interact with the spring and latch to determine whole-system performance. With a better understanding of these interactions, the field can move towards robust comparative whole-system performance. With a better understanding of these muscles, actuated masses, linkages, control mechanisms and particular environments. Loading mechanisms (e.g. motors, Latches and springs operate in integrated systems in the context of whole-system performance and trade-offs situations.

Provided that the measurements are consistent, comparable and accurate, the focus of investigations can shift towards the discovery of parameters that represent performance. Earlier, we noted that mechanical power output is not necessarily the key performance metric underlying the evolution of elastic recoil mechanisms. Currently, no single metric (e.g. power, velocity or duration) universally represents the performance advantage of latch-mediated spring-actuated systems (Patek, 2015; Ilton et al., 2018). Instead, temporal and spatial manipulations of energy flow conferred by latches and springs are key to the diverse uses and performance of LaMSA mechanisms. For biologists, the challenge is to discover the metrics that explain performance and, ultimately, fitness.

A brief look at the diversity of these systems points towards the many open questions of how their outputs relate to performance. For example, microscopic fungal ballistospores and styles of jellyfish nematocysts are launched with high acceleration and low velocity using LaMSA; these mechanisms allow tiny structures in a viscous environment (low Reynolds number) to move a short distance (Nüchter et al., 2006; Liu et al., 2017; Roper and Seminara, 2019). Systems used for puncture (Anderson, 2018) are likely operating under different performance demands from those used for seed or pollen ejection (Sakes et al., 2016). Smashing mantis shrimp use springs and latches to drive hammer-like appendages to high accelerations, presumably to generate localized high pressure in order to fracture composite materials (Patek and Caldwell, 2005; Cox et al., 2014; McHenry et al., 2016).

Box 3. Analysis of LaMSA systems

To analyze the dynamics of LaMSA, the launch phase (Fig. 1) should be measured. Launch is the time period when the spring actuates movement. Launch is distinct from takeoff, which is the instant when the system transitions to ballistic (unpowered) motion. The table shows example data on LaMSA. Jumping gall midge larvae were analyzed during launch as defined here (Fig. 1; data from Farley et al., 2019). In contrast, mantis shrimp [data from Cox et al. (2014), Blanco and Patek (2014), and unpublished mass data (S.N.P.)] and trap-jaw ant [data from Patek et al., 2006] studies did not distinguish launch, takeoff and ballistic phases, so these values were calculated from reported speed and acceleration for this example.

The mass that is moved during launch should be carefully considered and reported. For instance, actuated mass varies between trap-jaw ant free strikes (no load on the mandibles) and jaw jumps (body mass is the load). Speed and acceleration in these two contexts differ by orders of magnitude even though they are both driven by the same trap-jaw mechanism.

Power density can be calculated relative to muscle mass (see Glossary; traditional approach) or relative to the spring that actually powers the movement (spring mass-specific power, see Glossary). Power density relative to muscle is typically far lower than when calculated relative to the spring (e.g. 4×10^4 W kg^-1 versus 3.8×10^6 W kg^-1 for mantis shrimp).

Determining the propagation of uncertainty and error (Appendix) is essential for fast movements in small systems that reach the limits of instrument resolution. Only the mantis shrimp dataset has sufficient ruler resolution and video frame rate to yield small uncertainties. The gall midge dataset has high uncertainty because of insufficient resolution of the scale bar, while uncertainty for the trap-jaw ant dataset is due to the short distance over which acceleration of the mass was calculated. Note that we assume, for the purposes of this example, that the pixel resolution of the image matches or is higher than that of the ruler.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Common name</th>
<th>Use</th>
<th>Accelerated mass (kg)</th>
<th>Launch duration (s)</th>
<th>Launch distance (m)*</th>
<th>Launch speed (m s^-1)*</th>
<th>Launch acceleration (m s^-2)*</th>
<th>Mass balance resolution (kg)</th>
<th>Ruler resolution (m)</th>
<th>Video image duration resolution (s)</th>
<th>% Uncertainty (speed/acceleration/muscle power density)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Trap-jaw ant</td>
<td>Strike</td>
<td>1.3×10^-7</td>
<td>6.4×10^-5</td>
<td>4.1×10^-3</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>1.0×10^6</td>
<td>1×10^-10</td>
<td>5×10^-6</td>
<td>2×10^-5</td>
<td>31/6/NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jump</td>
<td>1.2×10^-5</td>
<td>3.4×10^-5</td>
<td>9.8×10^-6</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>8.6×10^3</td>
<td>1×10^-7</td>
<td>1×10^-4</td>
<td>3×10^-4</td>
<td>11/20/NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mantis shrimp</td>
<td>Strike</td>
<td>2.2×10^-5</td>
<td>7.2×10^-4</td>
<td>1.5×10^-2</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>7.8×10^4</td>
<td>1×10^-10</td>
<td>1×10^-6</td>
<td>3×10^-6</td>
<td>5/9/14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gall midge larvae</td>
<td>Jump</td>
<td>1.3×10^-6</td>
<td>1.2×10^-3</td>
<td>6.2×10^-4</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>4.7×10^5</td>
<td>2×10^-5</td>
<td>5×10^-5</td>
<td>10/12/21</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*See Glossary.
For some organisms, the use of elastic structures allows them to maintain performance across a broad temperature range, thereby circumventing the thermal constraints on skeletal muscle (Anderson and Deban, 2010; Deban and Lappin, 2011; Deban and Scales, 2016).

Several studies have identified trade-offs within LaMSA systems. For instance, an organism’s use of spring-driven movement can incur substantial costs, such as time required to load the system (Rosario et al., 2016) and the loss of real-time control when the system is released (Kagaya and Patek, 2016). The use of slowly contracting, force-modified muscles (e.g. muscles with long sarcomeres) to load stiff springs results in a long loading duration before any movement. In jumping insects and frogs, slowly loading stiff springs maximizes elastic energy, but this slow loading requires more time for the animal to prepare for rapid movement (Rosario et al., 2016). Exploring the complex interplay between loading time, spring stiffness and open-loop actuation is important for understanding variation and evolution of these diverse systems.

Finally, repeatability and damage resistance in LaMSA systems are so critical that trade-offs between damage resistance and performance in springs and latches may limit their utility. LaMSA mechanisms can enable controlled release of energy, such that internal damage is minimized, jerk is reduced and an otherwise explosive system can be used repeatedly (e.g. Bayley et al., 2012). In order to explore these aspects, one would need to demonstrate decreased performance with repeated use, and the proportion and context of failure or damage.

Spring and latch dynamics contribute to the remarkable outputs of LaMSA systems. However, many other components interact with springs and latches, including motors that act on the spring, actuated masses and the surrounding environment. Although we do not address these other integrated components here, they certainly deserve further attention in order to fully understand the dynamics and capabilities of LaMSA.

Conclusions

In this Commentary, we offer a principled foundation for the growing field of LaMSA, which is grounded in the shared features of these systems and extends beyond the classic power amplification framework. Moving beyond a focus on seemingly extreme power performance, we emphasize diverse capabilities within and across systems, including fracture, puncture, propulsion, energy conservation, dissipation and amplification (Roberts and Azizi, 2011; Richards and Sawicki, 2012; Ilton et al., 2018). LaMSA offers terminology that encompasses power-amplified mechanisms and unifies other biological and synthetic systems that are referred to as biological catapults, as well as shooting, snap-through and elastic recoil mechanisms.

Even though we have focused on springs and latches here, it is worth briefly revisiting the role of muscle. Naturally, muscles remain centrally important in LaMSA systems that use muscles to load springs, especially the integrated tuning of springs in series with muscles and within muscle itself (Roberts and Azizi, 2011). The field of muscle–tendon mechanics remains at the forefront of a cross-disciplinary understanding of how motors operate when in series with elastic elements. Integrating real dynamics of elastic actuators with latches as energy-flow mediators into these advanced models of motor-spring tuning will further propel the field.

At present, the major challenges to studying LaMSA are technological. The measurements we have described here draw on a long history of similar measurements in these and other systems, with the goal of obtaining rigorous, comparative data. However, to move beyond these gross measures of system output, it is crucial to assess real-time energy flow and the dynamics of spring-actuated motion, including under varying loading regimes and within tuned systems. To do this, key technical advances and initiatives are needed, such as extremely high-rate and small-displacement dynamic materials testing of complex materials and geometries.

We conclude with a reference to Kuhn (1962) – a clarifying voice in the realm of scientific paradigms. He wrote that paradigms are ‘universally recognized scientific achievements that for a time model problems and solutions to a community of practitioners’, and that ‘…it is hard to make nature fit a paradigm. That is why the puzzles of normal science are so challenging and also why measurements undertaken without a paradigm so seldom lead to any conclusions at all’. While time will tell whether or not LaMSA becomes a paradigm, we hope that this Commentary, and its formalization of a name for this growing field, offers clarifying insights that will aid us in explaining nature and establishing a rigorous, cross-disciplinary framework.

APPENDIX

Uncertainty/error propagation calculations

In this Appendix, we summarize best practices for reporting uncertainty and error propagation in kinematic analyses. Uncertainty calculations are based on instrument resolution, and this determines the uncertainty in the final calculations (e.g. speed, power). Here, we consider three sources of uncertainty. (1) Mass resolution of the balance ($B$, kg). (2) Spatial resolution of the ruler used for calibrating high-speed images ($L$, m). We encourage researchers to use a stage micrometer to calibrate rulers used in high-speed images to improve distance uncertainty. The simple equations below assume that the pixel resolution of the image has greater precision than the ruler. If this is not the case, then an additional source of uncertainty is pixel resolution, which should be included in the propagation analysis. (3) Temporal resolution of high-speed imaging ($H$, s). This is calculated as the inverse of frame rate, 1/(frames s$^{-1}$).

The following equations step through the calculations for the error/uncertainty propagation ratio which can then be multiplied by the system's outputs (e.g., mean acceleration) to yield the magnitude of uncertainty.

\[
\text{Speed, } S = \left[ (Ld^{-1})^2 + (Hr^{-1})^2 \right]^{0.5}, \quad \text{(A1)}
\]

\[
\text{Squared time } = (2Hr^{-1}), \quad \text{(A2)}
\]

\[
\text{Cubed time } = (3Hr^{-1}), \quad \text{(A3)}
\]

\[
\text{Acceleration } = \left[ (Ld^{-1})^2 + (2Hr^{-1})^2 \right]^{0.5}, \quad \text{(A4)}
\]

\[
\text{Energy } = \left[ (mb^{-1})^2 + (S^2) \right]^{0.5}, \quad \text{(A5)}
\]

\[
\text{Power } = \left[ (3Hr^{-1})^2 + (2Ld^{-1})^2 + (mb^{-1})^2 \right]^{0.5}, \quad \text{(A6)}
\]

\[
\text{Mass-specific power } = \left[ (3Hr^{-1})^2 + (2Ld^{-1})^2 \right]^{0.5}, \quad \text{(A7)}
\]

where $d$ is launch distance, $r$ is launch duration and $m$ is mass of the accelerated object.
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